Welcome Letter 2011

On behalf of the members of the Tax, Probate & Trust Section of the Idaho State Bar, I welcome and thank you for visiting our website. The website functions primarily to disseminate information to practitioners and the public in the ever changing world of tax law. We strive to be a trusted resource for the community in which we live and serve.

Section members also enjoy the benefits of access to our LISTSERV where practitioners can quickly exchange ideas and share practice tips. It is a great example of the collegiality of Section members and it is sometimes a venue for spirited debate (after all we are still lawyers). If you feel that our website information leaves you wanting for more, I would encourage you to join our Section and participate in the LISTSERV discussion.

Each year, the Section makes donations to organizations that provide legal services to those members of our community with substantial need but limited resources. Many Section members also contribute countless hours of their time providing pro bono services to individuals with limited access to the legal system. Some Section members also serve charitable organizations that advance causes for the greater good of our society.

I hope that you will join us in Sun Valley on September 9th & 10th for our Advanced Estate Planning Conference. Stay tuned for more details. Please feel free to reach out to any of our Section Officers or Council Members to answer any questions you may have. Thank you for your time.

- Ronald G. Caron, Jr., Section Chair